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Abstract:We compare the energy consumption of digital optical and digital electronic signal
processing circuits, including the contributions to energy consumption of the optical to
electrical (O/E) converters and electrical to optical (E/O) converters, and the demultiplexers
(DEMUXs) and multiplexers (MUXs) required for electronic circuits to process high-speed
optical signals. This paper focuses on three key practical considerations, namely, energy
consumption, energy density, and the complexity of processing. We show that optical signal
processing is potentially competitive with electronics in very high-speed circuits that provide
only limited processing, i.e., when only a small number of processing operations are per-
formed on each bit of data. However, in applications that require anything more than limited
processing, electronics provides better energy efficiency and occupies a smaller footprint. In
these applications, electronics is likely to remain the technology of choice. More attention
needs to be paid to energy consumption issues in the research and development of new
digital optical technologies.

Index Terms: Optical signal processing, electronic signal processing, energy consumption,
energy efficiency.

1. Introduction
Today’s society is heavily reliant on a sophisticated and ubiquitous cyber infrastructure underpinned
by advanced digital signal processing technologies. In communications networks, signal processing
functions range from computing-intensive processes, such as video coding and decoding, as well
as forward error correction (FEC), to relatively simple functions, such as signal waveform reshaping
and regeneration. The majority of this signal processing today is carried out by electronics, most of
it in the form of complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits (ICs).

How does optical signal processing fit into the picture, and what is the future potential for digital
optical signal processing (sometimes referred to as all-optical signal processing) to replace some
electronic signal processing? Nonlinear optical components that can be used for signal processing
include semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [1], periodically polled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) [2],
highly nonlinear fibers (HNLFs) [3], and Silicon nanowires [4]. There have been many advances in
nonlinear digital optical signal processing over the past 30 years (see, for example [5]). However,
despite these advances, digital optical signal processing is not used in commercial telecommunica-
tions infrastructure.

There are several reasons why system designers prefer electronic signal processing over optical
signal processing: First, electronic signal processing provides outstanding performance and
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throughput (i.e., processing power and capacity for very high aggregated data rates). Second,
electronic devices are very small. The feature size in state-of-the-art CMOS transistors is on the
order of 22 nmValmost two orders of magnitude smaller than an optical wavelength in the com-
munications band and at least three orders of magnitude smaller than practical optical devices.
Third, electronic devices can be monolithically integrated with a very high device density. Conse-
quently, electronic devices are many orders of magnitude less expensive than active optical com-
ponents. Fourth, nearly all proposals for optical logic devices do not satisfy a variety of practical
criteria needed for optical logic functionality [6]. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, digital elec-
tronic devices consume a relatively small amount of energy.

The importance of low energy consumption cannot be over emphasized. Energy consumption
and the associated thermal issues have been a driving consideration behind much of the progress
made by the electronic IC industry over the past half century. In comparison, the optical signal
processing research community has paid scant attention to the question of energy consumption. A
key objective of the present paper is to highlight the importance of energy consumption as a
measure of performance in optical signal processing and to provide a benchmark for comparing
energy consumption in optical and electronic circuits. We argue that energy consumption issues are
critical in the development of new digital optical technologies.

In this paper, we compare signal processing in two domains: electronic and optical. If the signal to
be processed is in one domain and the processing is carried out in the other domain, then optical to
electrical (O/E) converters and electrical to optical (E/O) converters are required to convert the
signal between domains. These conversions add to the overall energy consumption and this energy
penalty can clearly be avoided if there is no change of domain. However, if the energy consumption
of signal processing in one domain is larger than in the other domain, it may be beneficial to change
domains.

A legitimate comparison between optical and electronic processing and switching must take into
account the performance limitations imposed and the energy consumed by ancillary components
such as the O/E and E/O converters needed to change domains [7], [8]. In addition, if the bit rate of
the data to be processed is high, demultiplexers (DEMUXs) and multiplexers (MUXs) may be
needed to reduce the bit rate to a level that the electronics can handle. A comparison of energy
consumption between technologies also requires that all sources of energy consumption are
considered, including energy consumed by interconnect wires in CMOS circuits, power-supply
energies, and losses in optical circuits.

The purpose of this paper is to compare the energy consumption of digital optical and digital
electronic signal processing circuits. We consider the device footprint and the energy density per
unit chip area and show how the energy density sets a limitation on the achievable density of
integration on a chip. In our comparison, we take into account the limitations imposed by the O/E
and E/O converters as well as MUXs and DEMUXs. We provide projections of device and circuit
performance out to the year 2020, based on published trends in device technologies such as the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [9].

We argue that optical signal processing may be competitive with electronics in simple high-speed
circuits with limited processing power. However, unless there are many orders of magnitude of
improvement in the energy efficiency of digital optical devices, electronics is likely to remain the
technology of choice for the vast majority of digital signal processing and switching applications.

2. Energy Model
In this section, we develop an energy model of optical and electronic signal processing circuits. The
model is based on an earlier model [8] but includes an important clock-frequency-dependent term in
the model of nonlinear optical devices that was not included in the earlier model. To ensure a
common basis for comparison between optical and electronic circuits, all of the signals processing
circuits considered here have optical inputs and optical outputs. This is a mode of operation that is
suited to optical signal processing and takes advantage of the ability of optical signal processing
circuits to operate directly on optical data in communications systems.
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2.1. Signal Processing Circuits
Fig. 1(a) shows an optical signal processing circuit, and Fig. 1(b) shows an electronic signal

processing circuit. Both circuits in Fig. 1 have m optical input ports and m optical output ports. The
data rate on each of the input ports in both circuits is B and the aggregate data rate across all input
ports is Baggregate ! mB. In both circuits, the signal processing function is carried out by an
interconnected array of digital devices [optical devices in Fig. 1(a) and electronic devices in
Fig. 1(b)], shown as rectangles in Fig. 1. These devices are basic signal processing elements such
as a logic gates or flip flops that form the building blocks of the overall circuit. In general, these
devices have multiple inputs and multiple outputs, as shown in Fig. 1. A fundamentally important
requirement on the characteristics of digital devicesVwhether optical or electronicVis that the
input and output signal levels satisfy the requirements of logic level restoration, cascadability, and
fan-out capabilities [6], [10], [11].

The chip area of both circuits (excluding O/E/O converters and (DE)MUXs) in Fig. 1 is A, and the
spacing between devices (device pitch) is d . Assuming a uniform distribution of devices across the
chip, the number of Ndevice devices on each chip is given by Ndevice ! A=d2. The supply energy to
the signal processing chips in Fig. 1 per bit period of the input data (i.e., per 1=B s) is Esupply ;O and
Esupply ;E , and the energy consumed by each device per device operation is Edevice;O and Edevice;E for
the optical and electronic circuits, respectively. The supply powers Psupply ;O and Psupply ;E for the
optical and electronic circuits in Fig. 1(a) and (b) are simply the supply energies multiplied by the bit
rate, i.e., Psupply ;O ! BEsupply ;O , and Psupply ;E ! BEsupply ;E .

A key differentiating factor between the two circuits in Fig. 1 is that the electronic signal
processing circuit in Fig. 1(b) requires O/E conversion at the input ports and E/O conversion at the
output ports. Another difference is that the clock frequency (i.e., the processing frequency) fO of
optical circuit in Fig. 1(a) is equal to the bit rate B of the incoming data and the clock period !O of the
optical circuit is therefore !O ! 1=fO ! 1=B. In contrast, for electronic circuits, the input bit rate B
may be higher than the maximum achievable speed capability of the electronic devices. It is
therefore necessary to demultiplex the incoming data to a lower bit rate that matches the clock
frequency capabilities of the electronic devices. Similarly, if the output bit rate is larger than the
processing speed of the electronics, MUXs are required at the output ports. In Fig. 1(b), the
multiplexing and demultiplexing ratio is k . Therefore, clock frequency of the electronic circuit is
fE ! B=k and the clock period of the electronic circuit is !E ! 1=fE ! k=B.

The total energy consumption per bit of all O/E and E/O converters in Fig. 1(b) is EO=E=O !
EO=E " EE=O , where EO=E and EE=O are the total energies per bit in the O/E converters and E/O
converters, respectively. The total energy consumption of all MUXs and DEMUXs per input bit
period #1=B$ is E#DE$MUX ! EDEMUX " EMUX , where EDEMUX and EMUX are the total energy per bit of
the DEMUX and MUX, respectively.

Fig. 1. (a) Optical signal processing circuit. (b) Electronic signal processing circuit.
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It is important to point out that while the clock frequency of the electronic signal processing chip in
Fig. 1(b) is reduced from the line rate B to B=k , the O/E and E/O converters and DEMUX and MUX
circuits must operate at B. The speed capabilities of these components ultimately limit the
achievable input bit rate B in Fig. 1(b). One approach to increasing the effective B for electronic
signal processing would be to use optical time division demultiplexing and multiplexing [12] at the
optical input and output ports in Fig. 1(b). Another approach would be to replace them optical inputs
and outputs with mk inputs and outputs, each at a bit rate of B=k [6]. Both of these approaches are
beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2. Signal Processing Devices
In this section, we develop simple models for the optical devices in Fig. 1(a) and the electronic

devices in Fig. 1(b). As explained earlier, the term Bdevice[ in this paper refers to a building-block
signal processing element such as a logic gate. A building-block device typically comprises a
number of basic circuit elements. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows the circuit of a CMOS logic-level
inverter connected to a wire that connects this device to the input of another device or devices in the
circuit. This building-block device operates with well-defined input and output voltage levels and
provides the necessary logic level restoration and fan-out that enables it to serve as a building block
in a variety of signal processing circuits.

Fig. 2(b) is an example of a digital optical signal processing device. This particular example of a
digital optical device provides switching by new frequency generation. The new frequency
generation could be by 3-wave mixing in PPLN or 4-wave mixing in HNLF. In Fig. 2(b), the two
inputs are boosted to relatively high power levels using optical amplifiers (OAs) and are used to
generate a new (low-power) output. The unwanted frequencies are filtered out by Bragg grating
(BG). To provide logic level restoration and a fan-out of 2, the gains of the OAs are set so that the
net gain between inputs 1 and 2 and the output is 3 dB. For larger fan-out, the gain will need to be
higher. This may require significant power output from the OAs, depending upon the efficiency of
the process that generates the new frequency.

As shown in both Fig. 2(a) and (b), building-block devices for digital circuitsVboth electronic and
opticalVgenerally require a number of active devices (e.g., transistors, amplifiers, and nonlinear
components). Fig. 3 is a general schematic of a nonlinear device. In Fig. 3, the device is shown with
two inputs and two outputs, but more or fewer inputs and/or outputs are possible. The key
component of the device in Fig. 3 is one or more nonlinear elements that carry out the signal
processing operation. Also included are OAs at the inputs and/or outputs for signal-level restoration
and fan-out.

A key parameter in the analysis of digital signal processing devices is the quantum of energy
consumed by a device for each digital logic operation performed by that device. This quantum of

Fig. 2. (a) CMOS inverter circuit. (b) Schematic of a digital optical signal processing device
providing switching by new frequency generation. PPLN ! periodically polled Lithium Niobate.
HNLF ! highly nonlinear. OA ! optical amplifier. BG ! Bragg grating.
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energy is Edevice, as defined earlier. As shown in Fig. 3, this energy includes the supply energy to all
of the ancillary active components in the device. The total signal input energy per operation on all
inputs to the device in Fig. 2 is Ein, and the total signal output energy on all outputs is Eout . This
output energy includes the energy consumed by the interconnects between devices. In general, the
interconnect energy is small in optical devices because the losses in optical waveguides are small.
However, interconnect energy generally dominates in high-speed electronic circuits [13].

A common problem in the optics literature is that the signal input energy of an optical device is
often confused with the Bswitching energy[ of the device. For example, some authors use the term
switching energy to refer to energy per bit at Input 1 or Input 2 in Fig. 2(b) or at the input to the HNLF
or PPLN. Because Ein % Edevice [11], this typically leads to a gross underestimation of the energy
consumption of the device and provides a misleading picture of the device energy consumption.
Unfortunately, many papers do not provide sufficient information for the reader to estimate the total
energy consumption, i.e., Edevice in Fig. 3.

2.3. Device Energy Models
In this section, we present the device energy models used in our analysis. The CMOS device

energy Edevice;E per logic operation is modeled as follows:

Edevice;E ! EED
d
dref

" EES
fref
" fE

: (1)

The first term on the right-hand side of (1) is the dynamic energy of the device. It represents the
energy consumed in charging and discharging the capacitance of the transistors and the inter-
connect wires. In general, the capacitance of the interconnect wires dominates over the capaci-
tance of the transistors. Therefore, the dynamic energy supplied to each device per operation is
proportional to the length of the interconnect wires LW [see Fig. 2(a)]. For a given circuit, this wire
length scales with the device pitch d . In (1), EED is the device dynamic energy for d ! dref , and dref
is a reference device pitch.

The second term in (1) is the static energy of the device. It represents the energy associated with
device leakage currents. This energy is inversely proportional to the effective clock frequency " fE of
the device, where fE is the clock frequency of the electronic circuit, and " is the activity factor. The
average activity factor is the average number of digital operations that a device performs in each
clock period. In (1), EES is the device dynamic energy for " fE ! fref and fref is a reference clock
frequency. The static energy consumption of CMOS devices is becoming increasingly important as
CMOS devices scale to small sizes [14]. However, in the analysis presented here, we consider
circuits with effective clock frequencies " fE of 1 GHz and higher, where static energy consumption
is relatively small [14]. Therefore, we consider only the first term on the right-hand side of (1).

An important difference between digital CMOS devices and digital optical devices is that the
dynamic energy per logic operation in a CMOS device is determined by the charging and

Fig. 3. Optical or electronic signal processing device with two input and two outputs. The device
includes input and output amplifiers or buffers, and a nonlinear element.
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discharging of a capacitance and is therefore independent of the clock frequency, but in digital
optical devices, the energy per logic operation is determined by the (continuous) optical power
required to activate an optical nonlinearity and the time taken to perform the logic operation.
Therefore, in all-optical digital devices, in which all data and device control are carried out by optical
signals, the nonlinear elements, amplifiers, and other active components require continuous supply
power, regardless of whether that device is performing a digital logic operation or not. In addition,
because Ein % Edevice, the power consumption of nonlinear optical devices is approximately
constant. This is unavoidable because of the need to provide ancillary active devices required for
level restoration. Consequently, there is inverse relationship between the energy consumption per
bit in optical devices and the clock frequency. We therefore model the device energy per clock
period Edevice;O for digital optical devices as follows:

Edevice;O ! EO
fref
" fO

(2)

where EO is the device energy when the effective clock frequency "fO is equal to a reference
clock frequency fref . Because interconnect losses are small in optical circuits, EO is independent
of the device pitch d .

2.4. Typical Device Energy Data
The calculations in this paper use energy data for typical optical and electronic devices. Fig. 4

shows some typical device energies as a function of time. The upper three curves (broken lines) in
Fig. 4 provide estimates of EO , E#DE$MUX , and EO=E=O . Some of the data for EO in Fig. 4 were
obtained from a recent study [11] of optical signal processing. In [11], Edevice;O was calculated for a
variety of optical devices, using published experimental data, and (where possible) taking into
account all the peripheral components, including OAs, optical pump circuits and drivers, etc. (see
Fig. 3). In Fig. 4, we have included new data from some recent publications. As pointed out earlier,
many papers do not provide details of all contribution to energy consumption. For example, while
most papers document the signal levels at the inputs and outputs of the nonlinear element, many
give no information on the supply energy for the input and/or output OAs in Fig. 3. In papers where
energy data were missing, we made estimates of the total energy assuming OAs with power
conversion efficiencies of 50%. Arguably, a conversion efficiency of 50% is somewhat optimistic,
and therefore, the data should be viewed as being a lower limit on achievable energy.

Fig. 4. Device energies per bit against time. The optical device energy per bit EO is normalized to a
reference clock frequency of fref ! 100 GHz. HNLF ! highly nonlinear fiber, SOA ! semiconductor
optical amplifier, PPLN ! periodically polled Lithium Niobate.
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The data presented in [11] are for Edevice;O and, therefore, do not take account of the clock
frequency, which varies widely between different experiments published in the literature. To
overcome this, we have renormalized the data presented in [11] from Edevice;O to EO , using (2) with a
reference clock frequency of fref ! 100 GHz. This renormalization removes uncertainty about the
influence of different clock frequencies. The broken line is a line of best fit to these data. The MUX
and DEMUX data are taken from a survey of device capabilities presented in [15]. Data points are
shown in Fig. 4 for an InP heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) DEMUX and a projection for future
Silicon–Germanium (SiGe) high-speed MUX and DEMUX circuits [15]. The O/E/O data in Fig. 4 are
based on estimates for long-reach WDM transmitters and receivers. Thus, these data are relevant
to signal processing circuits used within long-reach transmission systems.

Some nonlinear devices reported in the literature use relatively long active regions in order to
maximize the interaction between the optical signal field and the nonlinear medium. For example,
recent experiments based on HNLF have used lengths of fiber as large as 1 km. Unfortunately,
devices larger than a few centimeters or, at most, a few tens of centimeters, will have too large a
footprint for practical applications and are also likely to suffer from difficulties with clock skew [13].
Therefore, the data in Fig. 4 do not include any devices that are larger than a few tens of
centimeters.

The device switching energy of a simple CMOS inverter is shown in the lower part of Fig. 4.
Decreasing device feature sizes as a function of time are shown. The smallest commercial device at
the time of writing is 22 nm, but projected energies out to feature sizes of 11 nm are included in
Fig. 4, based on data in the ITRS [9].

The lower curve in the bottom part of Fig. 4 is the energy consumed by a CMOS inverter single
gate, excluding the interconnect wires. The upper curve in the bottom part of Fig. 4 is an estimate
of the total energy, including the energy consumed by the interconnect wires in a typical CMOS
IC [16]. To estimate this total energy including the interconnect wires, we considered a commercial
32-nm two-core processor and estimated that the average total energy per transistor (including
interconnect wires) per transition is around 3 fJ [16]. From this, we estimate that the average length
of and interconnect wire length in a 32-nm processor is LW & 3 #m. The data in Fig. 4 for other
feature sizes were obtained by scaling the average interconnect wire length to the transistor
feature size and using other parameters from the ITRS [9]. The rate of improvement of total CMOS
energy including wires in Fig. 4 is approximately 25% per annum or a factor-of-10 improvement
over 10 years. Note that the rate of improvement of total CMOS energy including wires is less
rapid than for an isolated CMOS gate.

The total CMOS energy Edevice;E including the interconnect wires is more than two orders of
magnitude larger than the energy of an isolated CMOS gate, indicating that the consumption of
each device is dominated by the energy in the interconnect wires. This difference in energies is an
upper limit as it applies to a fairly complex processor. In simpler circuits, the average interconnect
lengths may be shorter, and this energy difference may be smaller. Our analysis of the circuit in
Fig. 1(b) uses the Edevice;E in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, Edevice;E (including interconnect wires) is 3 fJ in
2010 and 0.3 fJ in 2020. This translates into the EE and dref figures given in Table 1.

3. Analysis
In this section, we compare the energy consumption of the circuits in Fig. 1 using estimated device
energies for the years 2010 and 2020. Fig. 5 and Table 1 summarize the data used in the analysis.
The optical device energy EO (using fref ! 100 GHz) is 1 pJ in 2010 and 200 fJ in 2020. This
assumes significant improvements in optical device technology over the next 10 years.

As pointed out earlier, we have ignored leakage current (i.e., static energy consumption) in
CMOS devices. Therefore, EES in Table 1 is set to zero. This is justified by analyses of CMOS
devices including leakage [14] that confirm that at high clock frequencies, the static energy
consumption in CMOS is smaller than the dynamic energy consumption.

The data for Edevice;E , E#DE$MUX , and EO=E=O in Fig. 5 and Table 1 are taken directly from Fig. 4.
Note that the O/E/O energies in Fig. 5 and Table 1 apply to long-reach optical transmitters and
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receivers. These energies could be as much as an order of magnitude smaller if the transmitters
and receivers are optimized for transmission over short distances [17].

3.1. Complexity of Signal Processing
One of the parameters in our analysis of energy consumption is the complexity of the signal

processing carried out by the chip. We characterize the complexity of the signal processing in terms
of the number Nop of digital operations performed on each bit of input data. The number of
operations per bit of input data can vary widely, depending on the function being carried out by the
circuit. For example, in an optical wavelength converter based on cross-phase modulation in SOAs
[18], each incoming bit undergoes very little signal processing, and Nop would typically be on the
order of one or two. For more complicated operations such as Internet protocol (IP) packet header
recognition, more digital operations are needed, and Nop would be on the order of 100 or even
larger for realistic size networks. In sophisticated signal processing circuits such as FEC [19], Nop
would be more than 103 or 104.

In the optical circuit in Fig. 1(a), the clock period is !clock ;O ! 1=B, and the number of operations
per input bit achievable on a chip containing Ndevice;O devices, each of which is capable of one
operation per clock period !clock ;O , is given by

Nop ! "Ndevice;O=m (3)

where " is the activity factor. Similarly, in the electronic circuit in Fig. 1(b), the clock period is
!clock ;E ! k=B, and the number of operations per input bit on a chip containing Ndevice;E devices,

TABLE 1

Device energies

Fig. 5. Data points used in analysis, marked as BX[.
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each of which is capable of one operation per clock period !clock ;E , is given by

Nop ! "Ndevice;E=mk : (4)

3.2. Total Energy per Input Bit Processed
The total energy Ebit ;O per input bit consumed by the optical chip in Fig. 1(a) per input bit period or

optical clock period #1=B$ is equal to the number of logic operations Nop per input but multiplied by
the total energy Edevice;O per device per logic operation. Using (2), this gives

Ebit ;O ! NopEdevice;O ! NopEO
fref
"fO

: (5)

Similarly, for the electronic chip in the circuit in Fig. 1(b), the total energy consumed by the chip
per input bit is Ebit ;E ! Nop Edevice;E . Using (1) with EES ! 0 and adding the energy consumed by the
O/E/O converters and (DE)MUXs, the total energy per bit in the circuit in Fig. 1(b) is

Ebit ;E ! NopEED
d
dref

" EO=E=O " E#DE$MUX : (6)

Fig. 6 shows the total energy per bit Ebit ;E and Ebit ;O against the number of operations Nop per bit
for optical and electronic circuits using the data in Table 1. The energy per bit in an optical circuit
increases linearly with the number of digital operations per bit and decreases as the effective clock
frequency " fO increases and EO decreases. In contrast, the energy per bit in an electronic circuit is
largely independent of the number of operations per bit and is largely independent of the clock
frequency. However, it is important to remember that the effective clock frequency of an electronic
circuit is limited to around 100 GHz by the limited speed capabilities of the O/E/O converters and the
(DE)MUXs. The energy per bit in the electronic circuit is dominated by the (DE)MUXs and, to a
smaller extent, the O/E/O converters. The energy per bit in electronic circuits for 2010 includes both
the O/E/O converters and the (DE)MUXs, but for 2020, we have drawn two curvesVone with both
the O/E/O converters and the (DE)MUXs and one with O/E/O converters only to allow for situations
where the bit rate is low enough not to require (DE)MUXs. Fig. 6 shows that for circuits with low
complexity (fewer than 10 operations per bit), optical and electronic circuits consume similar
amounts of energy. However, for more than 100 operations per bit, electronic circuits are generally

Fig. 6. Total energy per bit processed against number of operations per bit. The solid diagonal lines give
Ebit ;O for optical devices with "fO ! 100 GHz and 1 THz, as well as with EO ! 1 pJ and 0.2 pJ. The
upper two broken lines give Ebit ;E in 2010 and 2020 for electronic circuits with DE(MUX) and O/E/O
circuits at the inputs and outputs as shown in Fig. 1(b). The lowest broken curve gives Ebit ;E in 2020 for
circuits with O/E/O converters only (i.e., without DE(MUX)s). This would apply in situations where the bit
rate is low enough not to require the (DE)MUXs.
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more competitive from an energy consumption point of view. However, as stated earlier, optical
circuits can, in principle, operate at higher speed.

3.3. Chip Power Density
In this section, we explore how the chip power density affects scaling properties of optical chips

and compare the scaling properties of optical and electronic chips. The power density (i.e., the
supply power per unit chip area) is a key parameter that limits the integration density and the clock
speed in electronic ICs. In today’s IC chips, thermal considerations limit the maximum allowable
power density to less than about 100 W/cm2 [9], [20]. The implications of power management on the
scaling properties of electronic chips are reasonably well understood [20], but this topic has
received little attention in the optics literature.

If the output signal energy from an electronic chip is small compared with the supply energy, all of
the supply energy is converted to heat. In an optical circuit, some of the supply energy is converted
to heat. However, in principle, some unused optical energy (e.g., unused spontaneous emission or
unused nonlinear mixing products) could be removed from the chip, either using waveguides or by
free space propagation, and dissipated off-chip. In the present analysis, we consider two power
density limits for optical circuits: 100 W/cm2Vthe same limit as for electronic circuits, and 1 kW/cm2.
This latter limit would apply for a circuit where 90% of the supply energy is dissipated off-chip in
optical form.

In [11], it is shown that the input and output power to and from the chip at the signal input and
output ports is small compared with the supply power. Therefore, these powers are ignored in the
present analysis. In addition, we do not include the O/E and E/O converters and the (DE)MUXs in
this part of the analysis.

The chip supply power for optical and electronic circuits (see Fig. 1) is given by

Psupply ;X ! Baggregate Ebit ;X (7)

where, as before, Baggregate ! mB. The chip power density Pd for optical and the electronic chips is
given by [13]

Pd ;X ! Psupply ;X

A
! mBEbit ;X

d2Ndevice
! " fX Edevice;X

d2 (8)

where Psupply ;X ! B Esupply ;X , and the term X in the subscripts in (7) and (8) can be either O or E.
From (8), the device energy for both optical and electronic devices can be written as

Edevice;X ! Pd ;X
d2

" fX
: (9)

Fig. 7 shows Edevice;X from (9) plotted (broken lines) against the device pitch d , for
Pd ! 100 W/cm2 and for "fX ! 1 GHz; 100 GHz; and 10 THz. These broken lines in Fig. 7 give
the upper bound on allowable device energy for a given " fX and d . If the device energy for a
particular device falls above one of these lines, then the chip power density will exceed 100 W/cm2.
Shown on the upper horizontal axis is the power consumed by each device, namely d2Pd !
"fxEdevice;X . Also plotted in Fig. 7 is Edevice for an 11-nm CMOS device (i.e., Edevice;E ) from (1). At a
device pitch of 10'7 m, a chip using these devices would be limited to an effective clock frequency
" fX of less than 1 GHz. However, at larger device pitches, the effective clock frequency " fX can, in
principle, increase to around 100 GHz, with a the effective clock frequency limited by the O/E/O
converters and the (DE)MUXs.

For comparison with the 11-nm CMOS example, Fig. 7 shows vertical lines representing the
constant power per device of optical devices with EO ! 200 fJ and 1 pJ. This indicates that the
device pitch of optical devices is limited by thermal considerations to a minimum around 10'4 m.
However, with a device pitch on this order, optical devices are capable, in principle, of operating at
less than 100 W/cm2 of dissipated power up to 10 THz and beyond.
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3.4. Device Integration Density
As shown in Section 3.3 above, the number of devices that can be integrated on a chip is limited

by dissipation on the chip. Fig. 8 provides an indication of historical trends in chip integration
densities and relates this to energy limits for 11-nm CMOS and optical devices. The upper diagonal
line traces improvements in the density of integration over time for CMOS ICs. For CMOS devices,
the number of devices on a 1-cm2 chip has grown at a rate of around a factor of two every 18 months,
according to Moore’s law [21]. There is no equivalent law for optical ICs; therefore, we have given the
lower diagonal line in Fig. 8 the same slope as the CMOS curve. Trends to date indicate that it is
unlikely optical ICs will match Moore’s law, and we have therefore adopted this as a rather optimistic
upper limit on the rate of improvement. This curve passes through a data point at an integration
density of &100 cm'2 in 2005 [22]. Note that the circuits described in [22] are not specifically
designed for digital signal processing, but [22] gives an indication of the practical level of optical
device integration in the 2005 timeframe.

The upper two horizontal lines in Fig. 8 represent the dissipation-limited number of 11-nm CMOS
devices per 1-cm2 of chip area for circuits with effective clock frequencies of 1 GHz and 100 GHz.
CMOS chips, with around 2 billion devices per 1-cm2 of chip area, operate close to the thermal
dissipation limit at 1 GHz. Dissipation limits for 11-nm CMOS restrict the device density to about
1.5 million per cm2 if the clock frequency is increased to 100 GHz. The lower four horizontal lines

Fig. 8. Number of devices per 1-cm2 chip.

Fig. 7. Supply energy per bit against device pitch.
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in Fig. 8 represent the dissipation-limited number of optical devices for the two optical device
energies EO used in Fig. 7 and for power density limits of 100 W/cm2 and 1 kW/cm2. While we
recognize that there is no photonic equivalent to Moore’s law, Fig. 8 suggests that there is some
potential for future increases in the integration density of photonic ICs. However, it appears likely
that photonic integration densities will be restricted by thermal limits to less than 104 cm'2, i.e.,
around six orders of magnitude lower than the integration density of CMOS circuits.

4. Conclusion
Energy consumption is a key consideration in the development components, devices, and circuits
for digital optical signal processing. We have shown that, from an energy consumption point of view,
digital optical signal processing is potentially competitive with electronic signal processing if the
signal to be processed is in optical form and if the signal processing function is simpleVi.e., when
there are only a few digital operations performed on each bit of data. For circuits requiring more
operations on each bit of data, electronic signal processing uses less energy, even if the data to be
processed is in optical form.

It is often argued that optical signal processing will replace digital signal processing because of its
high-speed capabilities. However, simplistic arguments based on speed alone often miss the
critically important point that digital optical devices are generally very energy hungry. Unless there
are many-orders-of-magnitude improvement in the energy efficiency of digital optical devices,
electronics is likely to remain the technology of choice for the vast majority of digital signal pro-
cessing and switching applications in telecommunications networks.

There is a large disparity between the research literature on CMOS signal processing and the
research literature on optical signal processing. While energy considerations are primary drivers in
CMOS R&D, energy considerations receive very little attention in the optical signal processing
literature. Even in papers where energy is mentioned, full details are often missing, and incorrect
interpretations of energy consumption in optical devices are not uncommon. We believe that energy
consumption is a potentially significant barrier to the commercial exploitation of digital optical cir-
cuits. More attention needs to be paid to energy consumption issues in the research and devel-
opment of new digital optical technologies.
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